Manahan bucked the center for ten more. Repeated center plays, enlivened by rushes around the end, in which the blocking was some better, though poor at best, followed, and Rockwell carried the ball over for the fourth touchdown. Andrews kicked the goal.

Score: Tech., 22; Exeter, 0.

Time was called soon after the V had been formed, with the ball in the center of the field.

In the course of the second half Cushing hurt his knee, and was replaced by Gilman.

The teams lined up as follows: Exeter—rushers, Baumer, Holmes, H. A. Smith, Twombly, E. A. Smith, Connor, Barton; quarter back, Quimby; half backs, Pillsbury, Seymour; full back, Moore. Tech.—rushers, Abbott, Nash, Cushing, Manahan, Taintor, Johnson, P. H. Thomas; quarter back, J. W. Thomas; half backs, Rockwell, Dearborn; full back, Andrews.

Tech., 6; Amherst, 4.

For forty-five minutes last Saturday afternoon, on a snow-covered field, and with mercury down by 30, Tech. and Amherst fought like tigers in as grand a football game as Tech. has seen since we earned the championship four years ago. And Tech. won it, and won it well,—won it by pluck and nerve, and grim determination to play the best football that was in them.

With nigh a whole season’s record of splendid football to render them confident, and after having successfully forced Harvard’s boasted center twice down Jarvis Field for a touchdown, Amherst came to Boston that afternoon very sure of victory. But here the slippery condition of the ball prevented our gaining more, and Amherst held for four downs. They could do no better, however. Van Leuven was finely tackled by Thomas, and Tech. held Amherst back, and won the ball. Little advance was made, Rossa stopping a good run of Dearborn’s. Amherst now put forth all her strength, and alternately bucking Tech’s center, and sending Gould and Van Leuven round the ends, they forced the ball down the field, though making the necessary gain just in time on several occasions, until Gould was sent across near the side line for the first touchdown, Tech. working hard and well to stop them, but to no avail. Amherst tried a punt out for a fair catch, which was missed, and the ball was taken to the center of the field, with the score 4-0, in Amherst’s favor.

Tech. now started in to win, and the way they forced the ball down the field brought